
iPod Touch Review: Griffin Elan Convertible Case

Like any PDA or pocket-sized electronic device, the iPod Touch is prone to
scratches and dings, so on eof the first accessories you should consider is a case to protect it. Cases
come in all sizes and shapes, so what is best for you is a very personal and subjective decision. I found
the Griffin Elan Convertible case at my local Circuit City, and I find it to be a solid choice for the money.
Read on for a full review….
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The Griffin Elan Convertible Case is a sleek leather case that houses the iPod Touch. It has a removable
flip-over cover and a removable belt-clip it provides excellent screen and body protection.
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The inside of the case is lined with what feels like suede, providing soft, scratch-free protection of the
screen, while also slightly gripping the device in place. There are cutouts for the Home button, the
Universal Connector, Headphones, and the auto-brightness sensor, and the top poer button is accessible.

The flip-over cover has two small magnets that keep the case closed, and the cover is removable.
Reversing the cover provides a sort of "stand" arrangement. The belt-clip is removable also. Given the
size of the iPod Touch, I personally prefer to carry it in my pocket instead of on my belt. (Lowers the Geek
Factor a bit.) The looks and protection of this case does come at a small price in that it just about doubles
the thickness of the iPod Touch, but not too much to the length and width. Still,l it's very compact overall
compared to other PDA cases I've used.

One word of note about carrying this or any similar device is that I never carry these in my back pocket.
To me, it's just too risky. But with this case, the iPod Touch is very "front-pocketable", and if you carry
change or keys in the same pocket, you really don't need to worry as the protection is great.

My only real complaint, and it is minor, is that over time, leather stretches, so my iPod Touch didn't seem
to be gripped as tightly as it was when the case was new. It did slide a bit, but it wasn't a problem, and I
never felt like it would inadvertently slip out.

Overall, the Griffin Elan Convertible Case provides compact, nice-looking protection for yout iPod Touch.
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Though at present, I am using a different case, I still highly recommended this one. It is a great-looking
case with great features at a price that won't break the bank.
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